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MOTOR VEHICLE INFORMATION: 

Coloradans can chat with experts on DMV website at https://dmv.colorado.gov . 

The Colorado Division of Motor Vehicles knows it can be tough to find the right information online, even with 

an award-winning website https://dmv.colorado.gov  

Sometimes customers want to connect with the DMV but not in an office or by phone. 

Enter the DMV’s latest service innovation, “Chat with Live Agent” — Coloradans can now chat directly with a 

DMV expert on the DMV website. 

“This latest innovation provides more convenience to our customers and another way to interact with the 

DMV,” DMV Senior Director Electra Bustle said. “Now you can find your answer using the chatbot, messaging 

a live agent, or calling the call center instead of visiting an office — all different avenues to assist Coloradans 

with their questions and needs.” 

In 2022, the DMV rolled out the DMV chatbot to answer questions, helping Coloradans avoid calling or visiting 

the DMV. 

With this new “Chat with Live Agent” feature, customers will be able to request to speak with a DMV expert 

through the chat if the chatbot is unable to answer their question.  DMV experts are available from 8:30 a.m. to 

4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday except on state holidays.  

Coloradans who prefer using a phone can still contact the DMV call center at 303-205-5600. 

The ability to chat with a DMV expert is the latest in the Colorado DMV’s innovations, which include the DMV 

chatbot; remote appointment check-in; DMV2GO, the state’s mobile driver license office program; and MV 

Express Kiosks https://comvexpress.com . 

The DMV is committed to providing services for all Coloradans where they are most needed, whether in-office, 

online at myDMV.Colorado.gov, or find a Kiosk at MVExpress Kiosk https://comvexpress.com . 

 

The Election and Recording Department can be reached at 522-1544 for voter and election questions or 

recording information.  The Motor Vehicle Department can be reached at 522-1158 for license plates/renewals 

or titling a vehicle.  You can also reach our office by email at baconp@logancountyco.gov . Like us on 

Facebook at Logan County Elections/MotorVehicle/Recording!  
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